
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

February 15, 2018 

 

Senator Lamar Alexander 

Chair, Senate Health, Education, Labor  

and Pensions (HELP) Committee 

428 Senate Dirksen Office Building 

Washington, D.C. 20510 

 

Dear Senator Alexander, 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on your recent white paper on 

higher education accountability.1 We wholeheartedly agree that the current 

postsecondary education system provides too little accountability for the substantial 

public investment, totaling well over $130 billion, made in higher education each year. In 

considering approaches to higher education accountability, we urge you to consider the 

potential for gaming, possible unintended consequences, and implications for access and 

students’ financial aid. 

 

We begin by evaluating the three most significant higher education accountability rules 

currently in place, as described in the white paper.  

 

Cohort Default Rates 

 
As noted in the white paper, the cohort default rate measure drastically understates the 

repayment problems across institutions of higher education. Data from the Department 

of Education (the Department) show that, three years after leaving school, fewer than half 

(46.2 percent) of borrowers have paid down even one dollar of their outstanding loan 

balances.2 Repayment outcomes are bad for Hispanic borrowers and particularly for 

African-American borrowers, according to a Center for American Progress study that 

found the typical African-American borrower who entered college in the 2003-04 school 

year owed more than they had borrowed 12 years later--even among those who 

                                                
1 “Higher Education Accountability.” Office of Chairman Lamar Alexander, Senate Health, 
Education, Labor and Pensions Committee. February 1, 2018: 
https://www.help.senate.gov/chair/newsroom/press/alexander-seeks-input-on-higher-
education-accountability-measures-to-ensure-students-receive-degrees-worth-their-time-and-
moneya.  
2 Dancy, Kim and Ben Barrett. “Fewer Borrowers Are Repaying Their Loans Than Previously 
Thought.” New America. January 13, 2017: https://www.newamerica.org/education-
policy/edcentral/fewer-borrowers-are-repaying-their-loans-previously-thought/. 
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graduated with a bachelor’s degree from a public college.3 Fewer than a dozen schools 

lost eligibility for federal aid last year based on their cohort default rates, despite these 

egregiously bad outcomes for borrowers at hundreds of schools.4 

 

The solution for these problems is fairly straightforward. Rather than measure only 

defaults, Congress should require schools to meet a stricter standard that considers all 

manner of poor repayment outcomes. A non-repayment rate--one that includes defaults 

and delinquencies, such as the version proposed by Chairwoman Virginia Foxx in H.R. 

45085--may capture a broader range of outcomes. However, a repayment rate that looks 

at the percentage of borrowers meeting repayment targets on their loans, such as to pay 

down a certain percentage of their loan balances within a three-year timeframe, would 

provide an even more accurate measure of whether or not borrowers are struggling to 

repay their loans. Borrowers making payments that fall below a reasonable target--even 

if they are current on their loans--may still be struggling to comfortably repay. For 

instance, borrowers in an income-driven repayment plan who are not paying down their 

loans are in negative amortization, suggesting they are not earning enough to affordably 

pay down both the interest accrued and the principal balance on their loans--a negative 

repayment outcome for which institutions should be held accountable.  

 

Setting a precise target can be very difficult, but we urge you to conduct and publish an 

analysis informed by data from the Department’s Office of Federal Student Aid to develop 

a reasonably understandable definition of repayment rate, and to establish an acceptable 

target for repayment that maintains rigorous expectations for institutions’ outcomes to 

protect students’ and taxpayers’ dollars. This analysis should also inform one of the 

principles for HEA reauthorization outlined in the white paper: accountability at the 

program level. Too little analysis has been done to understand the degree to which 

repayment rates vary across programs within an institution. And regardless of whether 

Congress elects to use program-level metrics to assess repayment outcomes, they should 

supplement--and not replace--institution-level accountability, for the reasons outlined in 

the final section of these comments. 

 

90-10 Rule 

 
The white paper recommends eliminating the 90-10 rule, which prohibits proprietary 

institutions from receiving more than 90 percent of their revenue from federal student 

                                                
3 Miller, Ben. “New Federal Loan Data Show a Student Loan Crisis for African American 
Borrowers.” Center for American Progress. October 16, 2017: 
https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/education-
postsecondary/news/2017/10/16/440711/new-federal-data-show-student-loan-crisis-african-
american-borrowers/. 
4 Itzkowitz, Michael. “Why the Cohort Default Rate is Insufficient.” Third Way. November 7, 2017: 
http://www.thirdway.org/report/why-the-cohort-default-rate-is-insufficient. 
5 “PROSPER Act.” H.R. 4508. Rep. Virginia Foxx (R-NC). Introduced December 1, 2017. 
https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/house-bill/4508. 
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aid dollars under Title IV of the HEA. We disagree and--particularly in the absence of 

other forms of accountability that the white paper also proposes to eliminate--

recommend retaining and strengthening the requirement. 

 

First and foremost, the 90-10 rule is designed to prevent corporate welfare for for-profit 

colleges that would rely entirely on federal student aid. From the earliest days following 

World War II, for-profit institutions have found ways to operate fly-by-night 

postsecondary programs that preyed on returning servicemembers and provided largely 

worthless educational training. Congress took action and established a rule that no 

college could enroll veterans as more than 85 percent of its students--a minimal threshold 

that ensured institutions would be required to demonstrate some ability to compete for 

students in the marketplace.  

 

Yet further abuses at proprietary institutions revealed additional problems. In 1992, 

Congress established the 85-15 rule for the Higher Education Act, stating that no more 

than 15 percent of revenue could come from Title IV student aid; and in 1998, under 

pressure from the colleges whose business model it threatened, relaxed the rule to 90-

10. Worse yet, the HEA retained a gaping loophole for for-profit colleges: servicemember 

and veterans benefits didn’t factor into the 90-10 calculation, leading to aggressive 

recruiting abuses. Each additional veteran’s dollar allows for-profit colleges to soak up 

nine more dollars from virtually unlimited Title IV aid. 

 

Moreover, it is clear that for-profit institutions are barely skirting these rules today, 

suggesting that a more rigorous threshold would create a stronger incentive for for-profit 

institutions to ensure they appeal to paying students in the marketplace and attract new 

investments from employers and more diverse sources of funding. Estimates from the 

Department suggest that raising the 90-10 requirement by just five percentage points, to 

85-15, would mean close to 500 schools would miss the mark in a single year, rather than 

just over a dozen.6 As when the cohort default rate threshold became too easily gamed by 

institutions, and Congress increased it from 25 to 30 percent, so too must an HEA 

reauthorization raise the bar for institutional reliance on federal aid dollars. 

 

The past decades of abuses by for-profit colleges highlight the need to strengthen--not 

weaken--the rules preventing those schools from simply coasting on and wasting 

taxpayer dollars. The rule should be reverted to an 85-15 requirement, and 

servicemember and veterans dollars should be included in the calculation. Doing so has 

bipartisan support in Congress7 and widespread support from the veterans and 

                                                
6 “New Analysis Finds Many For-Profits Skirt Federal Funding Limits.” U.S. Department of 
Education. Press Release. December 21, 2016: https://www.ed.gov/news/press-releases/new-
analysis-finds-many-profits-skirt-federal-funding-limits. 
7 See: “POST Act.” H.R. 4101. Rep. Steve Cohen (D-TN). Introduced November 19, 2015. 
https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/house-
bill/4101?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22h.r.+4101%22%5D%7D&r=1; and “Military and 
Veterans Education Protection Act.” S. 2109. Sen. Thomas Carper (D-DE). Introduced November 
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servicemembers community.8 It represents an important protection for veterans and 

servicemembers, some of the most vulnerable students in the higher education system. 

 

Additionally, the white paper suggests that, applied to public and private nonprofit 

institutions, a large number of additional colleges would fail the test. However, data from 

the National Center for Education Statistics suggest that revenues from federal grants and 

loans are far smaller at public and private nonprofit institutions than at for-profit 

colleges,9 and public institutions receive a significant amount of aid from states, not just 

from the federal government.10 Additionally, contrary to arguments from proprietary 

institutions, the nonpartisan Government Accountability Office has found no support for 

the concept that for-profit colleges with low tuition rates struggle to meet the 90-10 

threshold. In fact, they found no relationship between tuition and average 90-10 rate at 

all.11 As many have argued, including Preston Cooper of the American Enterprise 

Institute, “the generosity of Title IV programs has enabled many for-profit institutions of 

dubious quality to stay in business for far longer than a truly private market would 

allow;”12 toughening this rule would instill further market discipline to proprietary 

colleges while continuing to recognize the long history of abuses of the sector. 

 

Gainful Employment Rule 
 

We strongly disagree with the white paper’s conclusion that the gainful employment rule 

was flawed because it did not apply to all institutions, or because you disagree with the 

thresholds set for unaffordable debt at poor-performing programs. The risks of 

eliminating the statutory connection to gainful employment is significant, both for 

students, who enroll in programs of high costs and minimal value and waste their time 

and money doing so, and for taxpayers, who will ultimately bear the costs of those poor-

quality programs in higher default rates, income-driven repayment and other loan 

repayment subsidies, and wasted Pell Grant dollars. We urge you to retain a requirement 

                                                
9, 2017. https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/senate-
bill/2109?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22s.+2109%22%5D%7D&r=1. 
8 “Letter to Chairmans Alexander and Foxx and Ranking Members Murray and Scott.” Various 
veterans organizations. February 2, 2017: http://www.protectstudentsandtaxpayers.org/wp-
content/uploads/2017/02/Letter-on-Education-Protections.pdf. 
9 “Postsecondary Institution Revenues.” National Center for Education Statistics. The Condition of 
Education. May 2017: https://nces.ed.gov/programs/coe/indicator_cud.asp. 
10 “State Higher Education Finance: Fiscal Year 2016.” State Higher Education Executive Officers 
Organization. Updated July 7, 2017. http://www.sheeo.org/projects/shef-%E2%80%94-state-
higher-education-finance. 
11 “For-Profit Schools: Large Schools and Schools that Specialize in Healthcare Are More Likely to 
Rely Heavily on Federal Student Aid.” Government Accountability Office. GAO-11-4. October 
2010. https://www.gao.gov/assets/320/310897.pdf. 
12 Cooper, Preston. “How to Wean Colleges Off Title IV Funding.” Forbes. October 17, 2016. 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/prestoncooper2/2016/10/17/how-to-wean-colleges-off-title-iv-
funding/#c616ba0e5675. 
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that for-profit and certificate programs lead to gainful employment, and to direct the 

Department to establish a reasonable definition of what constitutes gainful employment. 

 

The gainful employment rule is grounded in over fifty years of statutory history and is a 

product of more than seventy years of abuses by the for-profit sector in veterans 

education and other higher education programs. That is why the statutory requirement 

only applies to proprietary and certificate programs. Congress permitted for-profit 

institutions access to federal student aid only conditionally, years after first opening the 

doors to other institutions. And one of their conditions of doing so was to state explicitly 

that their programs must lead to gainful employment in a recognized occupation. 

 

Far from having thrown out the “bad-apple” institutions, for-profit colleges continue to 

show worse outcomes than their counterparts at public and private nonprofit institutions 

and many have undergone investigations, lawsuits, and/or settlements by state and 

federal agencies. Recent studies have found that, while for-profit colleges enrolled only 

11 percent of postsecondary students in 2009, they accounted for half of defaults; that 

their repayment rates are substantially lower than those in other sectors; and that, far 

from seeing a return on their investment, students who attended for-profit programs at 

all sectors actually saw negative returns on their earnings.13 While accountability is 

essential across the higher education system, it is clear that the proprietary sector 

warrants--and even demands--added attention and focus. 

 

Eliminating gainful employment protections like those included in the 2014 regulation 

would serve only to reduce the amount of information students have available to make 

decisions, while keeping poor-performing programs in the higher education marketplace. 

Students have the right to better data and stronger safeguards to inform their choices, the 

federal government has a vested interest in student success, and taxpayers shouldn’t have 

to bankroll low-quality programs--period. There is evidence that the current rule is 

producing promising results. A survey of failing programs that did not appeal their results 

showed that, under the threat of sanctions, many of those programs have been 

discontinued by their institutions, or the institution has closed altogether.14 Thanks to 

                                                
13 Deming, David, Claudia Goldin, and Lawrence Katz. “The For-Profit Postsecondary School 
Sector.” Journal of Economic Perspectives, Vol. 26, No. 1. Winter 2012. 
https://www.aeaweb.org/articles?id=10.1257/jep.26.1.139; Looney, Adam and Constantine 
Yannelis. “A crisis in student loans? How changes in the characteristics of borrowers and in the 
institutions they attended contributed to rising loan defaults.” Brookings Institution. Fall 2015. 
https://www.brookings.edu/bpea-articles/a-crisis-in-student-loans-how-changes-in-the-
characteristics-of-borrowers-and-in-the-institutions-they-attended-contributed-to-rising-loan-
defaults/; and Cellini, Stephanie and Nicholas Turner. “Gainfully Employed? Assessing the 
Employment and Earnings of For-Profit College Students Using Administrative Data.” National 
Bureau of Economic Research. Working Paper No. 22287. Issued May 2016, Revised January 
2018. http://www.nber.org/papers/w22287.  
14 Carey, Kevin. “DeVos Is Discarding College Policies That New Evidence Shows Are Effective.” 
New York Times. June 30, 2017. https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/30/upshot/new-evidence-
shows-devos-is-discarding-college-policies-that-are-effective.html.  
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these actions taken by institutions, thousands of students can choose from among 

programs and institutions that will offer them opportunities to improve their lots in life, 

rather than being funneled into poor-performing programs. 

 

Moreover, even the bar for affordability of student debt laid out in the 2014 regulation is 

relatively low. The rule requires that programs have an annual debt-to-earnings rate of 

less than 8 percent or a discretionary debt-to-earnings rate of less than 20 percent to 

maintain access to federal funding. Annual rates between 8 and 12 percent, or 

discretionary rates between 20 and 30 percent, are considered zone. Only those 

programs that exceed annual debt payments of 12 percent of annual earnings and 30 

percent of discretionary earnings are considered failing; and loss of federal aid eligibility 

doesn’t come until programs have failed for two out of three consecutive years, or fallen 

in the zone or failed for four consecutive years. 

 

The rationale for these benchmarks, as we wrote in a recent blog post,15 “came primarily 

from two different works. The annual rate of 8 percent is adapted from mortgage 

underwriting standards. It’s technically suggested that monthly mortgage payment 

should not exceed 28-30 percent16 of monthly gross income and total debt repayment not 

exceed 36-43 percent,17 which means borrowers would have 8-13 percent left for their 

non-mortgage debts, including student loans.” We also examined the source of the 20 

percent discretionary rate threshold, which “comes from a comprehensive analysis of 

manageable student debt conducted by Sandy Baum and Saul Schwartz,”18 who found that 

“there is no one-size-fits-all threshold when it comes to manageable debt: the manageable 

ratio should rise with students’ income.” But Baum and Schwartz also found that, 

“[r]egardless of their expected income, students should never contribute more than 18-

20 percent of their gross income toward student loan repayment.” The thresholds, then, 

are clearly conservative ones. 

 

Yet, we also analyzed the gainful employment earnings data to evaluate the reality on the 

ground. We found that the median earnings of over 8,600 gainful employment programs 

were $22,710; and the median annual debt-to-earnings ratio was 5.15 percent, well 

                                                
15 Nguyen, Sophie. “Why the Department Shouldn’t Weaken the Gainful Employment Metrics.” 
New America. December 6, 2017. https://www.newamerica.org/education-
policy/edcentral/why-department-shouldnt-weaken-gainful-employment-metrics/.  
16 McWhinney, James. “Mortgages: How Much Can You Afford.” Investopedia. November 17, 
2017. https://www.investopedia.com/articles/pf/05/030905.asp. 
17 “Consumer Financial Protection Bureau Issues Rule to Protect Consumers from Irresponsible 
Mortgage Lending.” Consumer Financial Protection Bureau Press Release. January 10, 2013. 
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/newsroom/consumer-financial-protection-
bureau-issues-rule-to-protect-consumers-from-irresponsible-mortgage-lending/.  
18 Baum, Sandy and Saul Schwartz. “How Much Debt Is Too Much? Defining Benchmarks for 
Manageable Student Debt.” The College Board. 2006. 
https://research.collegeboard.org/sites/default/files/publications/2012/9/researchinreview-
2006-12-benchmarks-manageable-student-debt.pdf.  
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below the 8-percent annual debt-to-earnings benchmark. But for programs with typical 

incomes below $30,000, debts are unaffordable.  

 

This analysis from our blog posts shows how widespread the problem is. Table 2, below, 

shows the median annual and discretionary debt-to-earnings rates of GE programs, 

disaggregated by the median earnings of the programs. 

 

 
 

More than half of the GE programs have median earnings of less than $25,000. The 

median discretionary debt-to-earnings rate of these programs were excessively high--as 

much as 100 percent for those with the lowest measured earnings. And, we wrote, “if 

programs were required to pass both annual and discretionary rates, only about 4,000 of 

over 8,000 programs would pass. This means that many programs that pass GE are still 

requiring their students to pay more than what the research would suggest is affordable.” 

 

Therefore, any future HEA reauthorization bill should include particular accountability 

measures related to return on investment for vocational programs designed to lead to a 

particular occupation. Those measures must provide both transparency and 

accountability. Students have the right to accurate, comprehensive, program-specific 

information about their likely outcomes in the labor market. Importantly, to be 

transparent, the Department must use the actual earnings of graduates based on tax 

records, rather than averages such as regional Bureau of Labor Statistics information or 

estimates or poor-quality surveys.19 And those data should reflect all students in a 

program, not a subset of students, to give a comprehensive and reliable indication of the 

program’s true quality.20 

 

                                                
19 Barrett, Ben. “Measuring Up: How BLS Data Would Inflate Incomes for Career Training 
Graduates.” New America. December 4, 2017. 
https://www.newamerica.org/education-policy/edcentral/measuring-why-bls-data-would-
inflate-incomes-career-training-graduates/. 
20 Laitinen, Amy and Clare McCann. “College Blackout: How the Higher Education Lobby Fought 
to Keep Students in the Dark.” New America. March 11, 2014. 
https://www.newamerica.org/education-policy/policy-papers/college-blackout/.  
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However, transparency is not sufficient to spur program improvement by institutions. 

Institutions already have access to information about high debt levels among their 

students, yet have rarely taken action on those programs. While the Gainful Employment 

rule has provided far better information about the labor market outcomes of career 

college programs, institutions have often failed to make needed improvements that 

would better align their programs with the realities of the labor market, absent real 

sanctions from the Department and other oversight bodies. An HEA bill must take this 

into account and link poor performance among gainful employment programs to loss of 

Title IV eligibility and/or other sanctions. 

 

Principles for HEA Reauthorization 
 

Finally, your white paper established two main principles for HEA reauthorization: first, 

that return on investment for students and taxpayers matters; and second, that programs 

of study matter. We agree with both principles. Return on investment, both in terms of 

post-college earnings and in terms of the affordability of their debt, matters to the 

students spending their time and resources in postsecondary programs and to the 

taxpayers investing in their futures. Given extensive research21 suggesting that the 

earnings of graduates can vary as much or more across programs within an institution as 

they do across institutions, it is important to consider the program of study of the 

graduates. 

 

However, program-level data bring their own challenges. Data suggest that, among 

beginning postsecondary students, roughly 12 percent of first-time students enter college 

without having declared a major; and more than 4 percent--including 7.7 percent at 

private nonprofit four-year colleges--have not even identified an intended major.22 

Moreover, about one in three first-time students change their majors within three years.23 

These logistical challenges make accountability at the program level more challenging, 

and further consideration is necessary to contemplate how best to hold programs 

accountable without encouraging or accommodating gaming by institutions wary of 

losing access to federal aid. 

 

Additionally, it is important to layer program-level accountability on top of stronger 

institutional accountability. If Congress simply eliminates programs that are poor-

                                                
21 Carnevale, Anthony, Ban Cheah, and Andrew Hanson. “The Economic Value of College Majors.” 
Georgetown University Center on Education and the Workforce. 2015. 
https://cew.georgetown.edu/cew-reports/valueofcollegemajors/.  
22 Data obtained from 2011-12 Beginning Postsecondary Students Longitudinal Study, First Follow-up 

(BPS:12/14). U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics. Accessed from 

PowerStats on February 13, 2018. Retrieve at: bdbbkn3c. 
23 “Beginning College Students Who Change Their Majors Within 3 Years of Enrollment.” U.S. 
Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics. NCES 2018-434. December 
2017. https://nces.ed.gov/pubs2018/2018434.pdf. 
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performing, there is a strong risk that it will wind up in a game of “Whac-A-Mole,” shutting 

down poor-quality programs that institutions only pop back up later. Moreover, where 

institutions offer an excessively large proportion of poor-performing programs, Congress 

should consider it indicative of the provider’s capacity and entirely terminate that 

provider’s eligibility for federal financial aid. Access to taxpayer dollars is a privilege, not 

a right, and providers of low-quality education should not be granted that privilege. 

 

Thank you again for your consideration of these comments. If you would have questions 

or would like to discuss them further, we can be reached at the contact information listed 

below. We are willing and look forward to working with you as part of this 

reauthorization process to ensure that the final product is in the best interests of 

taxpayers and students. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Amy Laitinen 

Director, Higher Education 

laitinen@newamerica.org 

 

Clare McCann 

Deputy Director for Federal   

Policy, Higher Education 

mccann@newamerica.org 

 

Jared Bass 

Senior Counsel for Education   

and Strategy, Higher Education 

bass@newamerica.org 


